BATTLEDROME 2020
Introducing the undisputed, flagship gaming arcade, to all the hardcore gamers... The biggest and the
best gaming tournament is here. Test your gaming skills, compete with the players, conquer and be a
pro-gamer, at Battledrome 2019. Display the best use of tactics, strategy and planning in the games, at
this platform and get recognized for your gaming skills. Channel your enthusiasm through these games
and win huge cash prizes and goodies!
The complete details of all the general rules and regulations for Battledrome, as well as for specific
games, are given below, along with respective registration fees. Please make sure to go through them
very carefully!

General Rules and Regulations:
 Participants can register themselves online on the website, and offline registration is available as well
on the days of the fest itself, where you, and/or your team can register on the Battledrome registration
desks. We are more excited to start the event than you are to play the games, xD! So, register as soon as
possible. If we have enough participants, we will have to close the registrations! And last date of
registration is 22nd Feb .

Participation in Counter-Strike Global Offensive (CS-GO) team game event, and Counter-Strike 1.6 will be
accepted in the standard team format (team of 5 members) and for PUBG-Mobile Squad (team of 4
members). If you can't build a team, you can register solo, we will try to form a team for you. However,
it will depend upon the participation.

If participants want to use game controllers, they can bring their own. We will provide controllers from
our side as well, but we suggest you bring your own, so that you can play at your own comfort.

Speakers are not allowed! But you can bring your own headphones.

Each participant or team will be provided a time slot for the games. Hence, a humble request - please try
to avoid coming to the lab for no specific purpose. Also make sure, you (or your team) are present 15

mins before the time-slot allotted to the particular team or member. Feel free to contact us for any
queries.

Coming to the given venue for a game, at the specified time-slots, is the responsibility of the
participants. If you (or your team) can't come to the event in the allotted time slot, do it at your own
risk, as we may proceed to give the same slot to other participants, and our decision will be final.
However, rest assured, we will try our best to make sure you enjoy the event to the fullest!

Participants will have to show the registration (who have registered online) at the registration desk,
which would be installed on the campus. The offline registrants, after registration at the desks, will be
given coupons for the respective games, which they must save till their event.

The matchmaking will be done by the Battledrome organizing team. The matchups made will be fair
enough. Hence, we request you to not ask us to change your opponents, since it is highly unlikely to
change and our decision will be final.

Any type of cheating, misbehaviour or violence shall not be tolerated and we have right to disqualify the
member or the team, and take action accordingly for it.

The coordinator’s decision will be obligatory, and if the dire need arises, the organizing team has the
right to make the rules and regulations a bit flexible.

Game-specific Rules and Regulations:
Player Unknown Battle Ground (PUBG-Mobile)
Want to prove that you are the best ‘schemer and strategist warrior’, and stand apart in the trending
game, PUBG? Battledrome 2020 is where you belong! For PUBG we will be having 2 different events.
Solo and Squad. You have to bring your own mobile to play this event. Emulators and iPads are strictly
not allowed here in this event. Please don’t contact us to request to bring emulators and iPads, as the
decision is final. The top 20 in solo and top 5 teams in the squad will move to the next round.

Counter-Strike Global Offensive (CS-GO)
Delve into the world of terrorists, CT's, where your ears pound with the sound of gunshots and bombs.
Remember, aim and game sense is the strategy. For Global Offensive we will organise team (5 Vs 5)
matches. First, there will be a knife round, where the winning team will get the privilege to choose
which team (CT-Terrorist) they want to be. After that the team which wins 16 rounds first (competitive),
will be declared as the winner. This applies for both solo and team events.

Counter-Strike 1.6 (CS-1.6)
Get ready for the legendary classic team game – Cs-1.6! Here, we will be having only team events (5 Vs
5). Initially there will be a knife round the winning team will get the privilege to choose in which part
(CT-Terrorist) they want to be. The team winning 16 rounds first will be declared as winner.

Need for Speed: Most Wanted (NFS-MW)
If you feel your racing skills are off the charts and even Dominic Toretto would be intimidated, we
got NFS – Most Wanted for you! Make the street your kingdom. You are on the wanted list of the State
police department. Race through the city at breakneck speed, dodging cops, clearing milestones to be
the ultimate NFS pro. Here we will be having solo event. There would be three races in each round, the
player coming overall last in races of each round, will be knocked out from that round and the last
standing player out of 4 will be promoted to next level.

Clash Royale
Get your wits together and plan, if you want to have any chance at Clash Royale. One of the most
popular mobile games in the tournament! Enter the Arena and prove your worth! For CR we would be
having a simple draft tournament of 2 hours on 23rd February from which Top 4 players will be selected.
And the tournament winner will have the chance to play against any of three players and the remaining
two will be matched. The match type will be a classic type in which the player can block one card of
opponents . There will be such 3 matches. The finalist will be also matched with the same match type.

FIFA-19
Let’s see if your gaming skills are on par with the best footballers’ real skills. Get the ultimate immersion
experience through FIFA ’19. If you think you are the one who can control every player and compete

against the best in the game, then this is where you ought to be. Here we would be having a solo event
and players winning over their opponent will be promoted to the next round.

Registration Fees
Clash Royale
Solo - ₹30

Need for Speed - Most Wanted
Solo - ₹30

PUBG - Mobile
Solo - ₹30
Squad - ₹100

Counter Strike - Global Offensive
5 Vs 5 - ₹200

Counter Strike 1.6
5 Vs 5 - ₹200

FIFA 19
Solo - ₹40

